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Experiments

nNovel View Synthesis: Predict the unseen novel view of a given scene.
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nDefocus Novel View Synthesis: Simulate the effect of thin lens imaging, 
realize defocus effect in novel view (New Task We Proposed)

nDefocus Effect: Opportune defocus effect emphasizes the relationship 
between the subject and the background, and is widely used in photography.
nNovel View Synthesis: Low-cost novel view synthesis provides users with a 

better visual experience.
nThere has been no method to achieve defocus effect in novel view 

synthesis before!

Performance of Novel View 
Synthesis

nOverview. (a): Defocus in thin lens imaging. If a point is away from the focal plane, its imaging on the sensor plane is a circle 
rather than a point, called the circle of confusion (CoC). (b): Inverse the thin lens imaging to form a bicone. α denotes the 
plane. de denotes the bicone’s diameter on plane α. (c) Use a circle to represent the receptive field of a pixel. All the axis of 
the bicones belonging to this pixel forms a cone (purple region), with dc denoting its diameter on plane α.

nRendering Process of a Pixel. The blue dotted line denotes the radius. We divide the composite cone into frustums, and use 
the modified integrated positional encoding (IPE) to encode each frustum. Then use an MLP to predict the expected radiance 
and density of each frustum. 

P-Training: The aperture diameter is set to zero during training, so de is equal to 
zero, the composite cone is degrade as a cone. For each training step, we use 
predefined probabilities to select a blur kernel kj , j ∈ {1, ..., m} randomly. Then, 
use the diameter of kj to scale up every composite cone’s diameters and use kj to 
blur the original image as the rendering target. This training process will urge the 
MLP to correctly predict the radiance and density of frustums in different sizes.

Visualization of Defocus Effect

Visualization of Defocus Effect 
(fix the focus distance)


